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ABSTRACT
The Horizontal Array Turbulence Study (HATS) field program utilized horizontal, crosswind arrays of sonic
anemometers to calculate estimates of spatially filtered and subfilter-scale (SFS) turbulence, corresponding to
its partitioning in large-eddy simulations (LESs) of atmospheric flows. Measurements were made over a wide
range of atmospheric stability and for z/D f nominally equal to 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0, where z is height and D f
is the width of the spatial filter. This paper examines the viability of the crosswind array technique by analyzing
uncertainties in the filtered turbulence fields. Aliasing in the crosswind direction, caused by the discrete spacing
of the sonic anemometers, is found to be minimal except for the spatially filtered vertical velocity and for SFS
second moments. In those cases, aliasing errors become significant when the sonic spacing is greater than the
wavelength at the peak in the crosswind spectrum of vertical velocity. Aliasing errors are estimated to be of a
similar magnitude for the crosswind gradients of filtered variables. Surrogate streamwise filtering is performed
by assuming Taylor’s hypothesis and using the mean wind speed U to interpret sonic time series as spatial data.
The actual turbulence advection velocity Uc is estimated from the cross correlation between data from HATS
sonics separated in the streamwise direction. These estimates suggest that, for near-neutral stratification, the
ratio Uc/U depends on the turbulence variable and is typically between 1.0 and 1.2. Analysis of LES turbulence
fields for a neutrally stratified boundary layer finds that the correlation between the true spatially filtered SFS
stress component t13 and the same variable obtained with surrogate streamwise filtering exceeds 0.98 for z/D f
. 0.25. Within the limits noted, it is concluded that the horizontal array technique is sufficient for the estimation
of resolved and SFS turbulence variables.
1. Introduction
In three-dimensional numerical simulations of high
Reynolds number flows, such as those in the atmo-
spheric boundary layer, limitations of computational re-
sources dictate the choice of a grid spacing that is sub-
stantially larger than the smallest scales of turbulence.
Large-eddy simulation (LES) addresses this problem by
partitioning the turbulent flow field into spatially fil-
tered, resolved-scale eddies and unresolved subfilter-
scale (SFS) eddies. The fluid dynamics transport equa-
tions are spatially filtered in order to explicitly calculate
only the resolved-scale eddies, while the effects of sub-
filter-scale eddies on the resolved-scale flow are param-
eterized using a so-called SFS model.
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The common premise of the LES technique is that
large eddies, which contain most of the energy and carry
most of the fluxes, are properly resolved; while the small
or subfilter-scale eddies can be adequately parameter-
ized by assuming that they lie mostly within the inertial
range of the turbulence spectrum. Hence, early LES
modelers developed SFS models on the basis of as-
sumptions that follow from the structure of finescale
turbulence. This appears to be justified in the bulk of
the convective boundary layer, where energy-containing
eddies are large and well resolved, and thus there is a
wide separation between the wavelengths of the energy-
containing eddies and those of SFS eddies; there LES
solutions have been shown to be insensitive to the SFS
treatment (e.g., Nieuwstadt et al. 1993). However, in
near-surface or stably stratified regions, energy-contain-
ing eddies are small, and the SFS turbulence can become
important for the transport of momentum, heat, and oth-
er constituents (Mason 1994; Sullivan et al. 2003).
Further refinement of SFS models, to properly sim-
ulate these more-demanding turbulence regimes, re-
quires observational data to directly investigate the re-
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FIG. 1. Generic sonic configuration and the (x, y, z) coordinate
system used for data analysis. The sonic anemometers J in the single
and double arrays are located at (zd, zs) above the surface; the cross-
wind separation between the individual sonics is (Ss, Sd). Two ref-
erence sonics 3 are used to monitor the possibility of flow inter-
ference among the sonics in the s and d arrays.
lationships between resolved and subfilter-scale turbu-
lent fields. Investigations based on analysis of direct
numerical simulation (DNS) turbulence fields and on
spatially resolved measurements of laboratory flows
have been limited to low Reynolds numbers and neutral
stratification (Meneveau and Katz 2000). Atmospheric
surface-layer turbulence does not have these limitations,
but most existing atmospheric data are inadequate be-
cause traditional field experiments measure a time series
of turbulent motions at a single point, while LES entails
spatially filtered turbulence variables.
A method for measuring both spatially filtered and
SFS motions in the atmosphere was recently proposed
by Tong et al. (1998, hereafter TWKB). This innovative
technique uses two horizontal lines of three-component
sonic anemometer–thermometers which are oriented
transverse to the prevailing wind direction as shown in
Fig. 1. Using a crosswind filter composed of five sonics,
a primary line of nine sonic anemometers provides spa-
tially filtered and SFS fields of velocity and virtual tem-
perature at the locations of the central five anemometers,
and thus can also provide double-filtered flow variables
and crosswind gradients of resolved-scale variables at
the central sonic. Taylor’s hypothesis is assumed in order
to use time series data to estimate spatial averages and
gradients in the streamwise direction. A second line of
five sonic anemometers, displaced vertically from the
primary line, is used to calculate vertical gradients of
the resolved-scale fields. This general technique has
been implemented in field measurement projects by
Tong et al. (1999), Porte´-Agel et al. (2000b, 2001), and
most recently in the Horizontal Array Turbulence Study
(HATS) field project executed in September 2000 near
Kettleman City, California. A major goal of HATS was
to extend significantly the ranges of atmospheric sta-
bility and the ratio of height to filter scale over those
obtained in the previous, pioneering field studies.
In this paper we describe the design and implemen-
tation of the HATS field project (section 2) and examine
in detail the accuracy of the horizontal array technique
for estimation of resolved-scale and SFS turbulence
quantities. TWKB investigated the accuracy of this tech-
nique by using turbulence fields generated in an LES
of a moderately convective boundary layer to compare
array- and time-filtered variables to those obtained by
direct 2D spatial filtering. In section 3 we use the HATS
field data to investigate the accuracy of the discrete
approximation of the crosswind filter over wide ranges
of atmospheric stability, filter width, and sonic spacing.
Our analysis uses spatially local filters in both horizontal
directions, in contrast to TWKB’s combination of a
spectral-cutoff filter in the streamwise direction and a
discrete approximation to a cutoff filter in the crosswind
direction. In section 4 we examine the use of Taylor’s
hypothesis for streamwise filtering, first determining the
turbulence advection velocity with HATS field data and
then using a neutrally stratified LES simulation to ex-
tend the TWKB analysis to a wide range of the ratio of
height to filter width. Finally, in section 5, we inves-
tigate the accuracy of the finite-difference estimates of
spatial gradients of resolved-scale velocities and tem-
perature. This last topic was not investigated by TWKB,
but is crucial to examination and development of SFS
parameterizations.
2. HATS field observations
a. Measurement design
The HATS field measurement design is based on the
transverse array technique proposed by TWKB. The
sonic configuration consists of a primary horizontal line
of nine equally spaced sonic anemometers mounted at
one height and a parallel line of five sonic anemometers
at a second height (Fig. 1). The two lines of sonics are
oriented perpendicular to the prevailing wind direction
so that crosswind-filtered data can be estimated by cal-
culating a weighted sum of the sonic anemometer data
at each height, for example,
2
a au (x, t) 5 C u(x , x 1 iS, x , t 1 idt), (1)O i 1 2 3
i522
where u is the unfiltered velocity (u1, u2, u3), x 5
(x1, x2, x3), ua is the crosswind or array-filtered velocity,
and S is the spacing of the sonic anemometers in the x2
direction. The crosswind filter encompasses five adja-
cent sonics and the filter shape depends on the weighting
coefficients . In reality, the wind direction will seldomaC i
be exactly normal to the transverse array. Therefore,
assuming Taylor’s hypothesis, the observed data are pro-
jected onto a line normal to the wind direction by ap-
plying time lags idt to the data from each sonic, where
dt 5 S sinQ/Uc. Here Q is the mean wind direction
relative to the array normal, averaged over all sonics at
that height, and Uc is the eddy advection velocity, the
speed at which turbulence is advected in the streamwise
direction. This reduces the effective crosswind spacing
of the anemometers, and thus also the filter width, by
the factor cosQ.
Streamwise filtering is approximated by invoking
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Taylor’s hypothesis and calculating a similar weighted
sum of the time series data at each measurement loca-
tion. Thus two-dimensional horizontal filtering is esti-
mated by calculating a weighted sum of the crosswind-
filtered data,
n
t au˜(x, t) 5 C u (x, t 1 jt ), (2)O j s
j52n
where u˜ is the resolved-scale velocity, ts is the time
interval between sonic data samples, are the weight-tC j
ing coefficients of the streamwise filter, and the width
of the streamwise filter is 2nUcts, which for isotropic
filtering in x1 and x2 should be equivalent to the width
of the crosswind filter. Finally, the subfilter-scale ve-
locities are
u9(x, t) 5 u(x, t) 2 u˜(x, t). (3)
Identical two-dimensional filtering is applied to the mea-
sured turbulent temperature field, u.
Formally, LES models filter the equations in three
dimensions, and thus the resolved and SFS fields de-
termined from our observations should also be filtered
in all three dimensions. However, TWKB conclude on
the basis of their analysis and the results of other in-
vestigators that two-dimensional, horizontal filtering
can provide adequate data for testing SFS models and
studying SFS dynamics. They argue that ‘‘the variance
in the high-wavenumber vertical modes of the calculated
resolvable-scale velocity is small compared to that of
the total SFS modes.’’ TWKB support their argument
by computing two- and three-dimensionally filtered ver-
tical velocities from high-resolution LES simulations of
the atmospheric boundary layer and showing that the
two are ‘‘essentially indistinguishable.’’
Subfilter-scale second moments are defined as, for
example, tkl [ 2 u˜ku˜l, and the spatially filteredu˜ uk l
second moments are calculated by applying theu˜ uk l
filtering operation of Eqs. (1) and (2) to the product
ukul. However, it is also of interest to use Eq. (3) to
decompose SFS second moments as, for example,˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜u u 5 u˜ u˜ 1 u˜ u9 1 u9u˜ 1 u9u9 (4)k l k l k l k l k l
(e.g., Sullivan et al. 2003). In order to measure these
four components, u˜k, u˜l, , and must be known atu9 u9k l
five adjacent x2 locations, so that a second five-point
filtering operation can be performed on the products.
Thus, nine equally spaced sonic anemometers are need-
ed, such that five overlapping five-sonic subarrays can
be formed to calculate the double-filtered components
of the SFS stress at the center point, for example,
. Although the original purpose of the nine-sonicu˜˜ u9k l
array was double filtering, it will be shown in section
3b that data from this array also enables evaluation of
the performance of the crosswind filter.
In order to investigate the performance of eddy-vis-
cosity-based SFS models and the production of SFS
energy by the resolved scales, it is additionally neces-
sary to measure the resolved-scale velocity and tem-
perature gradients in all three directions. The ability to
calculate resolved-scale variables at five adjacent lo-
cations in the primary line of nine sonics enables com-
putation of finite-difference estimates of the crosswind
gradients of those quantities. Similarly, Taylor’s hy-
pothesis can be used to estimate streamwise gradients
from the time series data. Finally, a separate line of five
sonics is used to spatially filter velocity and temperature
at a second height, which permits estimation of vertical
gradients of resolved-scale quantities. The second line
of sonics is parallel to and either above or below the
primary line of sonics, so that the central sonics of both
lines have the same horizontal coordinates, for example,
Fig. 1.
The goal of the HATS field project was to investigate
the turbulent interaction between resolved and subfilter
scales over wide ranges of atmospheric stability and
filter size. The nature of the interaction is expected to
differ depending on whether the filter cutoff wavelength
is in the energy-containing range or in the inertial range
of the turbulence spectrum. That is, the physics of the
interaction will depend on the ratio of the filter width
D f to the scale of the energy-containing eddies. The
latter scale is a function of both height z and stability
z/L, where L is the Obukhov length (e.g., Kaimal and
Finnigan 1994), and therefore the ratio z/D f was used
as a design parameter for the geometry of the sonic
configurations. A similar design philosophy was used
in the measurements reported by Porte´-Agel et al.
(2001).
Based on current LES capabilities and practice, prac-
tical logistical considerations, and the recent results of
Porte´-Agel et al. (2001), we chose to investigate four
values of z/D f : 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2, where D f 5 4S. The
actual values of sonic spacings and heights used in the
field are listed in Table 1, along with the start and end
times of data collection for each of the four configu-
rations. Here the primary line of nine sonics is denoted
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by the subscript d (referring to the double filter) and the
secondary line of five sonics is denoted by the subscript
s (single filter). In order to investigate a wide range of
atmospheric stability, data were collected continuously
from each of the four configuration for 6–9 days.
In order to maximize the measured differences used
to estimate the vertical gradients of resolved-scale wind
and temperature, while making the spatial resolution of
the vertical gradient estimates comparable to that of the
horizontal gradient estimates, the ratio of the heights of
the two lines of sonics was chosen to be a factor of 2
for all configurations except the last. Horizontal gra-
dients are calculated using a fourth-order central-dif-
ference scheme that utilizes resolved-scale quantities
with spacings of 6Sd and 62Sd. It is shown in section
5 that this fourth-order central-difference scheme has a
spatial resolution intermediate between those for simple
two-point finite differences with spacings of Sd and 2Sd.
Thus the ratio of the spatial resolutions of the vertical
and horizontal gradient estimates, roughly | zd 2 zs | /
1.5Sd, is 0.7 for the first configuration and 1.3 for the
other three. Finally, the spacing of the sonics in the
single-filter array of sonics, Ss, was chosen to achieve
the same value of z/D f (or z/S) at both heights.
Four supplementary, instrumented towers were lo-
cated approximately 60 m crosswind from the sonic
filter arrays. Investigations of Taylor’s hypothesis have
found that the eddy advection speed Uc generally ex-
ceeds the mean wind speed by factors as large as 1.2
(e.g., Powell and Elderkin 1974). In order to directly
measure the eddy advection speed, two towers were
erected with a relative displacement parallel to the pre-
vailing wind direction, and each was instrumented with
two sonics at the same heights as the sonic filter arrays.
The separation of these two towers was 26.8 m for the
first configuration and 17.3 m for the other three. Except
for the fourth configuration, this corresponds to the span
of the nine-sonic d array. These data are discussed in
section 4a. In order to document the micrometeorolog-
ical environment of the detailed turbulence measure-
ments, two additional towers were used to measure pro-
files of temperature, humidity, and wind speed and di-
rection at five levels between 1 and 10 m.
b. Kettleman City field site
The site for the HATS field study was selected to
satisfy several criteria. In order to simplify interpretation
of the observations, this study required a reasonably
homogeneous site, particularly one with a spatially uni-
form surface roughness. For the same reason, it was
desired that the turbulence measurements be made
above the roughness sublayer (conservatively 100 times
the roughness height zo), requiring a reasonably smooth
site with a roughness height on the order of 3 cm or
less. Since one of the goals of the field study was to
make measurements with a wide range of thermal strat-
ification, including quite stable conditions at night, a
site was sought with weather conditions that featured
predominantly clear skies. Most importantly, aligning
the sonic filter arrays transverse to the wind direction
required that the wind direction be highly predictable
and not vary significantly between day and night. These
conditions were found to be satisfied in the San Joaquin
Valley of southern California. During the summer
months, the valley has mostly clear skies and the wind
direction is very persistent, both day and night, from
the north to northwest. Large expanses of the valley
feature naturally flat topography and, in addition, ag-
ricultural fields have been accurately leveled to enable
flood irrigation.
The HATS measurement site was located about 3.5
miles (5.6 km) ENE of Kettleman City, California, at
the southeast corner of a 3-mile-square area of unplanted
farmland. The surface was covered with various mix-
tures of crop stubble and weeds, and the fields were
crossed at roughly 60-m intervals by irrigation check
dams that were oriented east to west and rose about 20–
25 cm above the level of the field. An aerodynamic
displacement height d0 5 32 cm and a surface roughness
length of 2 cm were calculated from near-neutral wind
profiles at the site.
c. Data collection
The HATS field measurements were obtained from
the Integrated Surface Flux Facility (ISFF), which is
maintained, deployed, and operated by the Atmospheric
Technology Division of the National Center for At-
mospheric Research. As indicated in Table 1, data col-
lection extended from 31 August to 1 October 2000.
Sixteen identical Campbell Scientific three-component
sonic anemometer–thermometers (CSAT3) were used
for the two horizontal lines of sonics that composed the
spatial-filter arrays, as well as for two sonic anemom-
eters on a nearby reference tower that were used to
monitor the possibility that distortion of the flow by one
sonic might contaminate the measurements of adjacent
sonics (Fig. 1). The CSAT3 sonic anemometers were
programmed to output data in the ‘‘single measurement’’
mode at a rate of 20 s21. A detailed discussion of HATS
sonic anemometer data processing and quality control
analysis can be found online at www.atd.ucar.edu.
3. Discrete spatial filters
a. Filter response functions
We begin our investigation of the performance of the
HATS discrete spatial filters with an examination of the
filter response functions. The spatial filtering operation
is defined by the general formula
u˜(x, t) 5 G(r)u(x 2 r, t) dr, (5)E
where the filter function G is assumed to be homoge-
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FIG. 2. Response functions of discrete filters used for 2D spatial
filtering. Here, D f 5 4S for the crosswind top-hat filters, and s 5
2S/ for the streamwise Gaussian filter.Ï3
neous, that is independent of x. For the horizontal array
technique, r 5 (r1, r2) and G 5 G1(r1)G2(r2). Equation
(5) is evaluated with the field data using the numerical
integration (also called quadrature) expressed in Eqs.
(1)–(2). Two filter functions have been used to analyze
the HATS data: a top-hat or box filter in the crosswind
direction and a Gaussian filter in the streamwise direc-
tion. A simple top-hat filter is used in the crosswind
direction because of the small number of data points
available for evaluation of Eq. (1). The top-hat filter is
implemented with the data from n sonic anemometers
with equal separation S, using trapezoidal weighting,
5 (0.5, 1, . . . , 1, 0.5)/(n 2 1).The effective widthaC i
of the filter is D f 5 (n 2 1)S.
The performance of the spatial filters is revealed most
clearly in wavenumber space. By the convolution the-
orem, the Fourier transform of the filtered velocity is
equal to the product of the Fourier transform of the
unfiltered velocity and the Fourier transform of the filter
function, that is,
ˆ ˆu˜(k) 5 G(k)uˆ(k), (6)
where k 5 (k1, k2) is the wavenumber and aˆ denotes
the Fourier transform of a. The Fourier transform of the
filter function, Gˆ , is here referred to as the filter response
function. For a discrete filter with 2n 1 1 equally spaced
data points separated by a distance S, for example, five
sonic locations, the response function for a symmetrical
set of filter weights (Cj 5 C2j), is following TWKB,
n
ˆG(k) 5 C cos( jS · k). (7)O j
j52n
For a continuous, one-dimensional top-hat filter, the re-
sponse function is
ˆG(k) 5 sin(D k/2)/(D k/2),f f (8)
(e.g., Pope 2000, p. 563) where k is the wavenumber
component parallel to the direction in which the spatial
filtering is applied.
Figure 2 shows the response functions for discrete
five-point and continuous top-hat filters of width 4S,
plotted as a function of normalized wavenumber kS. The
response function of the discrete top-hat filter is shown
only for k # kN 5 p/S, the Nyquist wavenumber of the
filter. Since the discrete filter cannot resolve turbulent
fluctuations with wavelengths smaller than 2S, energy
at wavenumbers greater than p/S is aliased to smaller
wavenumbers. The response function of the five-point
top-hat filter matches the equivalent continuous filter
fairly well. It drops from unity at low wavenumbers to
the first zero at kS 5 p/2 a little more slowly than the
continuous filter, and it noticeably undershoots the con-
tinuous filter at its minimum. Note that the response
function of the discrete filter equals zero at the Nyquist
wavenumber, eliminating aliasing at that point.
In the streamwise direction, assumption of Taylor’s
hypothesis permits using the measured time series as a
surrogate for spatial sampling. The sonic data were sam-
pled at 20 s21 and hence the surrogate spatial separation
of the data points, Ucts ø 15 cm, is generally much
smaller than the crosswind sonic spacing. As a conse-
quence, the discrete streamwise filter is composed of
significantly more data points than the crosswind filter,
and a filter function can be used that has less ringing
at high wavenumbers than the top-hat filter. We choose
to follow Leonard (1974) and use a Gaussian filter with
a second moment equal to that of a continuous top-hat
filter of width D f ,
1/2 26 6r
G(r) 5 exp 2 , (9)
2 21 2 1 2pD Df f
2 22k Df
ˆG(k) 5 exp . (10)1 224
Because the number of data points in the streamwise
filter depends on Uc and is, in most cases, considerably
greater than for the crosswind filter, we present the con-
tinuous Gaussian filter in Eqs. (9) and (10) and also
show the response function of the continuous filter in
Fig. 2.
b. Discrete crosswind filter performance
If the power spectra of velocity and temperature do
not decrease sufficiently rapidly above the Nyquist
wavenumber of a discrete spatial filter, aliasing will ma-
terially contaminate the filtered data by removing tur-
bulence from the subfilter scales and translating it into
the resolved scales. By design, the half-power points
for the crosswind and streamwise filters are almost iden-
tical: k1/2 5 0.70/S for the top-hat filter and k1/2 5 0.72/
S for the Gaussian filter, where Gˆ (k1/2) [ 1/ . How-Ï2
ever, the Nyquist wavenumber for the crosswind filter,
kN 5 p/S, is much smaller than that for the streamwise
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FIG. 3. Response functions of top-hat test and reference filters used
to examine crosswind aliasing. The discrete streamwise filters have
width D f 5 8Sd and, as tabulated in the legend, are each composed
of the number of points, # pts, with spacing dx; kNSd are the Nyquist
wavenumbers of the filters, normalized by Sd.
filter, kN 5 p/Ucts. Thus aliasing in the crosswind di-
rection is potentially much greater than in the stream-
wise direction.
Because of the small number of sonics in the hori-
zontal arrays, the crosswind resolution of the HATS data
is not sufficient for a satisfactory direct analysis of the
aliasing errors. As an alternative, the performance of
the discrete crosswind filter is investigated by applying
the filter in the streamwise direction where the data have
higher spatial resolution Ucts. The crosswind filter per-
formance is evaluated using trapezoidal, top-hat quad-
ratures in both the streamwise and crosswind directions.
In the crosswind direction, the maximum possible res-
olution is achieved by using all nine sonics of the d
arrays to form a filter of width 8S cosQ. In the stream-
wise direction, we take advantage of the high temporal,
and hence spatial, resolution to apply both low- and
high-resolution quadratures to the data. For the low-
resolution quadratures, the time series data are subsam-
pled at intervals dx 5 mS cosQ and spatially averaged
with top-hat filters of width 8S cosQ matching that in
the crosswind direction. Thus the streamwise filter, Eq.
(2), becomes
n
t au˜(x, t) 5 C u (x, t 1 jdx/U ), (11)O j c
j52n
with n 5 4S cosQ/dx 5 4/m. Equation (11) is applied
with sample spacings dx specified by m 5 4, 2, and 1,
corresponding to three-, five-, and nine-point quadra-
tures, while the crosswind filter is applied as defined by
Eq. (1), but with all nine sonics rather than five. These
two-dimensional ‘‘test’’ filters are denoted as 3 3 9, 5
3 9, and 9 3 9, where the first and second integer in
each pair correspond to the number of samples in the
streamwise and crosswind quadratures, respectively.
The aliasing errors are determined by comparing re-
sults calculated with the low-resolution streamwise
quadratures to those calculated with a high-resolution
‘‘reference’’ quadrature that uses all of the data available
at the finer streamwise resolution Ucts. The number of
data points in the high-resolution streamwise quadrature
depends on D f and Uc, and thus varies with configu-
ration and meteorology, but is roughly on the order of
100 samples. The high-resolution quadrature is imple-
mented by applying (6) in wavenumber space, using (8)
with D f 5 8S cosQ, and then recovering the filtered
time series by means of an inverse Fourier transform.
The two-dimensional reference filter is labeled hr 3 9,
where hr denotes high-resolution; the crosswind quad-
rature for the reference filter is again a nine-sonic top-
hat filter. Figure 3 compares the streamwise response
functions of both the low-resolution test filters and the
high-resolution reference filter. As would be expected,
increasing the number of points in the low-resolution
quadratures clearly improves their match to the high-
resolution quadrature.
Figure 4 shows 1D streamwise power spectra of the
vertical velocity, Ew, for two cases with different me-
teorology and from different sonic configurations. The
plots for both cases include the spectrum of the unfil-
tered velocity w, as well as the spectra of w˜339, w˜539,
w˜939, and whr39. The abscissa on these plots is the
streamwise wavenumber kx normalized by sonic spac-
ing; the Nyquist wavenumbers of the three-, five-, and
nine-point streamwise quadratures occur at kxSd 5 p/
4, p/2 and p, respectively. Figure 4a shows data from
the configuration with the smallest sonic spacing, Sd 5
0.5 m, and for moderately unstable stratification, z/L 5
20.41. For this case the Nyquist wavenumbers of the
three low-resolution quadratures are all greater than the
wavenumber of the spectral peak of the unfiltered ve-
locity, and thus are in a wavenumber range where the
spectral energy is decreasing with increasing wavenum-
ber. As a consequence, there is minimal aliasing and the
three low-resolution quadratures produce values for w˜
that are very similar to those for w˜hr39. The spectra of
w˜ have systematic differences above kxSd ; 0.5, cor-
responding to differences in the transfer functions for
the different quadratures, but the contribution of this
high-wavenumber band to w˜ is negligible.
Figure 4b shows data from the configuration with the
largest sonic spacing, Sd 5 3.35 m, and for weak stable
stratification, z/L 5 0.05. For this case, the Nyquist
wavenumbers of the low-resolution quadratures are less
than or near the wavenumber of the spectral peak of w.
As a consequence, there is significant aliasing associated
with the low-resolution quadratures, which is evident
by comparison of their spectra with the spectrum of
w˜hr39. As expected, the amount of aliasing increases as
the sample spacing of the quadrature increases and its
Nyquist wavenumber correspondingly decreases.
One perhaps unexpected aspect of Fig. 4 is that the
power spectra for the resolved-scale velocities do not
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FIG. 4. Power spectra of unfiltered and 2D-filtered vertical velocity,
D f 5 8Sd: (a) 1515 PDT 28 Sep 2000, Sd 5 0.5 m, z/L 5 20.41,
Lw/D f 5 7.13; (b) 0245 PDT 4 Sep 2000, Sd 5 3.35 m, z/L 5 0.05,
Lw/D f 5 0.29.
FIG. 5. Correlation coefficients r(w˜n39, w˜hr39), n 5 {3, 5, 9}, as a
function of kxN and /D f 5 /4Sd. Different symbols are usedx x xL L Lw w w
for the data from each of the four sonic configurations, which are
labeled with nominal values of z/D f , i.e., D f 5 8Sd.
converge to the unfiltered spectra for kxD f ù 8kxSd K
1. For the case shown in Fig. 4a, Ew˜ more closely match-
es the behavior that might be expected from application
of a low-pass filter: the filtered spectrum overlies the
unfiltered spectrum at small wavenumbers. The reason
that Ew˜ is not identical to Ew at the smallest wavenum-
bers, even in Fig. 4a, is that w˜ has been filtered in two
dimensions. The resolved-scale velocity contains only
Fourier components which have small wavenumbers in
both the streamwise and crosswind directions. At each
value of kx, the one-dimensional streamwise spectra
contain energy from all values of ky, and the crosswind
filter attenuates the energy for Fourier components with
large ky. This is more pronounced for the case shown
in Fig. 4b because the peak in the spectrum occurs at
a larger value of kyD f than for the case in Fig. 4a. This
behavior has also been noted and discussed by Tong et
al. (1999).
The aliasing errors of the low-resolution quadratures
can be summarized by the correlation coefficients of
w˜339, w˜539, and w˜939, with respect to w˜hr39, for example,
r(w˜539, w˜hr39). Figure 5 shows r as a function of
kxN , where kxN are the streamwise Nyquist wavenum-xLw
bers of the low-resolution quadratures and is thexLw
wavelength of the peak of the streamwise vertical ve-
locity spectrum. (Appendix A discusses estimation of
the wavelengths of the spectral peaks.) The correlation
coefficients in Fig. 5 are calculated from 41 stationary,
25–60 min data periods with wind directions within
6338 of the array normal, which were selected to cover
a wide range of atmospheric stability for each of the
four sonic configurations. The correlation coefficients
collapse to a nearly universal relation dependent only
on kxN , and there appears to be little or no residualxLw
dependence of r on other independent variables such as
atmospheric stability, height, or filter width. It may be
concluded that the aliasing errors due to the finite sonic
spacing are negligible (r . 0.9) when kxN . 3.xLw
The correlation coefficient is generally not sufficient
to quantify the agreement between two time series, since
they could have a correlation coefficient of unity but
still differ by either an additive or multiplicative con-
stant. This possibility is examined by also calculating
the linear regression between each of the low-resolution
quadratures and the reference quadrature (not shown).
The intercepts of the linear regressions are negligible
in all cases, and the slopes of the linear regressions
increase toward unity as the correlation coefficient ap-
proaches unity. In particular, the linear regression of
w˜539 on w˜hr39 is found to have a slope between 0.95
(0.9) and 1.0, when the correlation coefficient between
the two quadratures exceeds 0.8 (0.6).
If it could be assumed that the crosswind and stream-
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FIG. 6. Correlation coefficients r(tn39, thr39), n 5 {3, 5, 9}, for t13
as a function of kxN and /D f . See Fig. 5 for additional details.x xL Lw w
wise power spectra had a similar shape and differed only
in the wavelengths of their spectral peaks, then the al-
iasing errors of the low-resolution crosswind quadra-
tures could be inferred from Fig. 5 by equating the
independent variable kxN with kyN . Atmosphericx yL Lw w
observations of crosswind spectra are limited to daytime
aircraft data, which generally find that (frequency mul-
tiplied) crosswind spectra have sharper peaks than
streamwise spectra and consequently have less low-
wavenumber energy (e.g., Nicholls and Readings 1981).
However, the significance of these spectral differences
for aliasing by the low-resolution quadratures is not
obvious. Further, similar comparisons of spectra are not
available within the first 10 m above the surface, nor
for stable stratification where the greatest aliasing oc-
curs. As an alternative to comparisons of the spectra,
the differences between aliasing by low-resolution
quadratures in the streamwise and crosswind directions
have been investigated directly by calculating w˜935 (cor-
responding to a five-point quadrature in the crosswind
direction), w˜539 (corresponding to a five-point quadra-
ture in the streamwise direction), and w˜939. All three
filters again use trapezoidal, top-hat quadratures of
width 8Sd cosQ in both the streamwise and crosswind
directions. The differences between low-resolution
quadratures in the streamwise and crosswind directions
are estimated by comparing r(w˜539, w˜939), plotted ver-
sus kxN , to r(w˜935, w˜939), plotted versus kyN . (Ap-x yL Lw w
pendix A also discusses estimates of .) The corre-yLw
lation coefficients corresponding to the low-resolution
quadrature in the crosswind direction are found to be
systematically higher than those for the low-resolution
quadrature in the streamwise direction (comparison not
shown), but these differences are no greater than the
overall spread of the data in Fig. 5. Thus aliasing errors
by the discrete crosswind filters are perhaps overesti-
mated by a small amount from Fig. 5.
Sullivan et al. (2003) show that many statistics of
the spatially filtered turbulence structure are princi-
pally a function of /D f 5 /4Sd 5 kyN /4p. Inx x xL L Lw w w
order to place their results in perspective with respect
to the aliasing errors shown in Fig. 5, estimates of
/D f are shown with a second abscissa at the top ofxLw
the figure. Assuming that kyN ù kxN , this scale isy xL Lw w
calculated as
x x y x x xL L k L L k L k LyNw w w w xN w xN w5 ù ù , (12)
y yD L 4p L 4p 3pf w w
where the last equality in Eq. (12) assumes a constant
value of 3/4 for / . (As seen in Fig. A2, / 5y x y xL L L Lw w w w
3/4 corresponds roughly to its value for near-neutral to
stable stratification, the stability range in which r is
significantly less than unity.)
The correlation coefficients between low- and high-
resolution quadrature estimates of u˜, , and (noty˜ u÷
shown) are in all cases significantly higher than those
shown in Fig. 5 for w˜. In most cases they exceed 0.95
and, for cases where the correlation coefficients for w˜
exceed 0.5, they are generally no less than 0.98, indi-
cating that aliasing errors are minimal for those vari-
ables. Similar results were found by TWKB, albeit for
a much narrower range of conditions. This happens be-
cause the peaks of the temperature and horizontal ve-
locity spectra occur at wavelengths considerably larger
than those for the vertical velocity spectra. For stable
stratification, Kaimal et al. (1972; see also Kaimal and
Finnigan 1994, their Fig. 2.9) find that is about twicexLy
, while and are 3–5 times .x x x xL L L Lw u u w
Correlation coefficients between low- and high-res-
olution quadratures have also been calculated for the
subfilter-scale velocities and temperature. The depen-
dence of the correlation coefficients for these SFS var-
iables on kxN (not shown) is qualitatively similar toxLw
the behavior of the resolved-scale variables. This is not
surprising, since the SFS velocities and temperature de-
pend linearly on the corresponding resolved-scale var-
iables, Eq. (3). Moreover, the SFS correlation coeffi-
cients for the cases shown in Fig. 5 are never less than
0.97. This would be expected for the cases where the
resolved-scale correlation coefficients are themselves
close to unity, /D f . 1. However, it can also be easilyxLw
explained for the opposite limit, /D f ⇒ 0, becausexLw
then the SFS encompasses the energy-containing eddies,
u˜i and approach their ensemble averages, and the SFSu÷
velocities and temperature are insensitive to errors in
estimating the (negligible) resolved-scale turbulence.
Finally, correlation coefficients between low- and
high-resolution quadratures have been calculated for the
SFS second moments such as the stress tensor tij and
the temperature flux qi [ 2 . Figure 6 showsu˜ u u˜ u÷i i
the correlation coefficients for t13, the stress component
commonly of most interest. They are quite similar to
those for w˜ shown in Fig. 5. The correlation coefficients
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FIG. 7. Spatial cross correlations r for the streamwise wind com-
ponent u1 as a function of normalized time lag. For the HATS data,
dx 5 17.3 m, and for the LES data, dx 5 d 5 52.4 m; d is the LES
horizontal mesh spacing.
for t22 and q3 are comparable to those for t13, while the
correlation coefficients for t23 are generally smaller. The
correlation coefficients for the remaining SFS second
moments are all somewhat higher than those shown in
Fig. 6, with the highest values occurring for q1 and the
SFS temperature variance 2 .u˜u u÷u÷
4. Surrogate streamwise filtering using Taylor’s
hypothesis
Taylor’s hypothesis (Taylor 1938) is frequently used
in turbulence research to convert a time series at a fixed
point in space to a spatial signal at a fixed instant in
time. Past work has focused on quantifying the validity
of Taylor’s hypothesis for interpreting measurements of
energy spectra (Lumley 1965; Wyngaard and Clifford
1977). Here, the validity of Taylor’s hypothesis is first
examined using data from the sonic anemometers on
HATS towers a and b, which were displaced in the
streamwise direction as described in section 2a. These
data can be used to find the eddy advection velocity Uc
for unfiltered variables. However, since the time series
data from a single sonic anemometer cannot be filtered
in the lateral direction, they cannot address the validity
of Taylor’s hypothesis for determining filtered turbu-
lence statistics and subfilter stresses. Therefore, this is-
sue will be examined with numerical LES results using
spatial and temporal filtering at a scale larger than the
simulation grid size. Specifically, SFS stresses deter-
mined from purely spatial horizontal filtering are com-
pared to SFS stresses obtained from a combination of
streamwise time filtering and crosswind spatial filtering.
a. Eddy advection velocity from spatial cross
correlations
The spatial cross correlation of velocity signals is a
useful tool for examining the validity of Taylor’s hy-
pothesis and for determining the eddy advection velocity
(Powell and Elderkin 1974). As illustrated in Hinze
(1959, p. 422), Taylor’s hypothesis suggests a peak in
the cross correlation at a time lag dt 5 dx/U, where dx
is the distance at which the cross correlation is evaluated
and U is the mean streamwise velocity. If Taylor’s hy-
pothesis holds exactly, ri(dx, dt) [ ^ (x, t) (x 1 dx,u9 u9i i
t 1 dt)&/^ & 5 1 at dt 5 dx/U. Here, denotes a2u9 u9i i
deviation from the ensemble average, [ ui 2 ^ui&.u9i
Figure 7 shows representative values of spatial cross
correlations for the streamwise wind component u1 as
a function of time lag, obtained from the sonic data at
two heights on HATS towers a and b. The time lag dt
is normalized by dxeff/U, where the effective tower dis-
placement dxeff [ dx cosQ corrects the actual displace-
ment dx for deviation of the wind from a direction par-
allel to the tower separation. To a first approximation,
the results show that the peak correlation indeed occurs
near dt ø dxeff/U, with the maximum correlation in-
creasing with height. More precisely, however, the
cross-correlation peak occurs slightly left of the vertical
line at Udt/dxeff 5 1. Defining the eddy advection ve-
locity as Uc [ dxeff/dtmax, where dtmax is the time lag at
the maximum correlation, the results in Fig. 7 imply
that Uc is slightly higher than the mean wind speed U.
Note that the advection velocity is determined here from
the unfiltered velocity field and thus incorporates effects
from all wavenumbers. While it is known that the ad-
vection velocity depends on the scales of motion [see
e.g., Fisher and Davies (1963), who analyzed bandpass-
filtered signals], we expect the present results to be as-
sociated with the energy-containing scales that predom-
inantly determine the peak of the cross correlation.
Figure 7 also includes spatial cross correlations ob-
tained from the LES results described in the next sec-
tion. The LES cross correlations differ conceptually
from those obtained with the field data in that they are
based on filtered, resolved-scale eddies; results are
shown for three values of z/d, the ratio of height to the
filter width d used to generate the LES flow field. The
ratio Uc/U . 1 for all three heights and decreases with
height as found previously by Powell and Elderkin
(1974). For both the field data and the LES results, the
maximum cross correlation increases with height, per-
haps reflecting the shift in turbulence to larger scales
with increasing height. The maximum cross correlation
is greater for the LES results than for the field data,
presumably because the LES results only include a frac-
tion of the total turbulence.
The cross-correlation analysis of Fig. 7 was applied
to the HATS field data from forty-seven 27-min near-
neutral periods with | Q | , 158. The wind direction
limit is based on finding that the peak correlation value
decreases with increasing | Q | for | Q | . 158. Clearly,
if the wind direction is not parallel to the line between
the two towers, the two sonics do not sample exactly
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TABLE 2. Quartiles of R 5 Uc/U and the peak cross-correlation rmax from HATS data.


































the same air parcels, thus decreasing the spatial cross
correlation even if the turbulence is frozen. Table 2
shows, for two heights and each velocity component i,
the first quartile (q1), median (med), and third quartile
(q3) of the ratio Ri [ Uc/U, as well as the average value
of the peak in the correlation ( ). The turbulencemaxr i
intensity, TI [ s1/U, where s1 is the rms streamwise
velocity, was also calculated for each data period, but
Uc/U does not appear to be dependent on TI.
Systematic differences in Ri are observed for the three
velocity components: R1 . R3 . R2, in agreement with
Powell and Elderkin (1974). The spread around these
mean values, ( 2 )/2, is about 0.04. The maximumq3 q1R Ri i
of the spatial cross-correlation is also dependent onmaxr i
the velocity component, . k , and in-max max maxr r r1 2 3
creases with height. Thus the measured advection ve-
locity may be up to 10%–20% larger than the mean
velocity. Unfortunately, the dependence on velocity
component, as well as a possible dependence on wave-
number, complicates use of the measured Uc in our sur-
rogate spatial filtering. We can only note that streamwise
filter widths may be greater and streamwise gradients
smaller than estimated from time series data on the basis
of the mean wind speed.
b. Taylor’s hypothesis for SFS stress
The accuracy of Taylor’s hypothesis for SFS stress
measurements was first examined by Murray et al.
(1996) using direct numerical simulation of low Reyn-
olds number channel flow. TWKB used an LES of a
moderately convective boundary layer in order to es-
timate filter performance for high Reynolds number at-
mospheric data. The latter computed resolved-scale ve-
locities and SFS stresses using a spectral-cutoff filter
with two cutoff wavenumbers, kcz 5 1.68 and 0.84,
equal to 1/5 and 1/10 of the LES cutoff wavenumber,
respectively. Using kc 5 p/D f , these scales correspond
to z/D f 5 0.53, and z/D f 5 0.27. They found high
correlations between the 2D spatially filtered velocity u˜
and the surrogate velocity u˜T obtained with streamwise
time filtering and crosswind spatial filtering: r(u˜, u˜T) ;
0.9 for both values of z/D f , but lower correlations for
the true and surrogate SFS stresses, r(t13, ) ; 0.7,Tt 13
for z/D f 5 0.53.
TWKB’s analysis of LES turbulent fields is extended
here to a wider range of the parameter z/D f , thus also
considering the effects of increasing isotropy of tur-
bulence and decreasing turbulence intensity with height.
Moreover, the present analysis uses filters that mimic
closely those used in our analysis of the HATS data,
specifically a Gaussian filter in the streamwise direction
and a top-hat filter in the crosswind direction. In the
following, the SFS stresses t ij and are compared byTt ij
means of both correlation coefficients and mean-square
errors.
Details of the LES model and simulation parameters
used in the analysis are presented in appendix B. In
order to obtain a ‘‘temporal’’ field for applying Taylor’s
hypothesis, we choose a vertical reference plane trans-
verse to the mean flow located at the center of the com-
putational domain, x 5 x0. A horizontal line on this
plane mimics a crosswind array of sensors placed at
height z. The velocities ui(x0, y, z, t) are used with
Taylor’s hypothesis to obtain a surrogate spatial data
distribution (x, y, z, t0) [ ui(x0, y, z, t), where x 5Tui
x0 2 Uc(t 2 t0). The advection velocity Uc is equated
to the mean velocity of the spatial field averaged over
the x direction, Uc(y, z, t) 5 ^u1(x, y, z, t)&x. Note that
scales below the LES filter scale d are not explicitly
considered in this analysis; they are only accounted for
implicitly by the SFS parameterization. The sensitivity
to the ratio D f /d is examined by repeating the analysis
for two filter sizes, D f 5 4d and 8d, or D f /H 5 0.21
and 0.42 where the height of the computational domain
H is the effective boundary layer height. While these
values of D f /H are significantly larger than those of the
HATS data, the simulation analysis coincides with the
field measurements in terms of z/D f .
Correlation coefficients between time series of tij and
were computed for all horizontal planes and the 11,Tt ij
13, and 33 stress components. The correlation coeffi-
cients, averaged in the y direction, are plotted as a func-
tion of z/D f in Fig. 8. For z/D f . 0.25, r(t ij, ) areTt ij
greater than 0.98 for all three stress components, and
even at the lowest grid point, z/D f 5 0.02, the corre-
lations are still large (0.89). There are no significant
differences between the results for D f /d 5 8 and D f /d
5 4. The remainder of the analysis will concentrate on
t13, since determination of the momentum flux is often
of primary interest. From Fig. 8, it appears that corre-
lations calculated for t13 may be a reasonable estimate
for t33 and a conservative estimate for t11.
Examination of the terms contributing to t13 [ u˜ u1 3
2 u˜1u˜3 (not shown) finds that r(u˜1, ) . 0.995 andTu˜1
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FIG. 8. Profiles of correlation coefficients between the SFS stresses
determined with surrogate, , and actual, tij, 2D spatial filtering.Tt ij
SFS stresses were calculated by explicit horizontal 2D filtering of
the LES velocities at D f 5 4d and 8d.
r(u˜3, ) . 0.95 for all z/D f , and r( , ) is similarT T˜˜u˜ u u u u3 1 3 1 3
but slightly higher than r(u˜3, ). These values are largerTu˜ 3
than those presented in TWKB. The reason appears to
be that their 2D spectral-cutoff filter is less localized in
physical space than our combination of top-hat and
Gaussian spatial filters. Applying a 2D spectral-cutoff
filter in our analysis produces results similar to TWKB.
It is of interest to also examine the dependence of
the correlation coefficients on turbulence intensity. Al-
though it was found that turbulence intensity does not
influence the ratio of advection velocity to mean stream-
wise velocity, it has been considered a crucial parameter
for the validity of Taylor’s hypothesis (in unfiltered tur-
bulence) by various investigators (Willis and Deardorff
1976; Wyngaard and Clifford 1977). Further, the values
of z/H in the field measurements are much lower than
those of the simulation, while the turbulence intensity
levels in the simulation and the field measurements are
more comparable. The correlation coefficients are plot-
ted as a function of turbulence intensity in Fig. 9. In
the simulation, the turbulence intensity is computed
from the rms of the resolved velocity, which should be
compared to the turbulence intensity of the resolved-
scale velocity in the field data. For near-neutral field
data, the mean resolved-scale turbulence intensity was
0.137 with a standard deviation of 0.051, that is, most
of the data fall within the range 0.086 , TI , 0.188
highlighted in Fig. 9. In this range the correlation co-
efficient is larger than 0.95, further supporting use of
Taylor’s hypothesis.
The correlation coefficient alone does not provide
complete information about the level of agreement be-
tween two variables. In order to ensure that the mag-
nitude of the stresses is also similar, the normalized
square error, defined as e(x, z) 5 ^^(t13 2 )2&t/^ &t&yT 2t t13 13
and the normalized rms error are computed. TheseÏe
errors are e ø 0.06 ( ø 0.24) at the smallest z/D f ,Ïe
decreasing to e , 0.01 ( , 0.12) for z/D f . 0.25.Ïe
5. Spatial gradients of resolved-scale variables
a. Finite-difference response functions
The HATS measurement arrays were designed to en-
able estimation of spatial gradients of resolved-scale
velocities and temperature. The availability of nine son-
ics in the d arrays enables use of a fourth-order centered-
difference scheme to estimate crosswind gradients,
du˜(y) u˜(y 1 2S ) 1 8u˜(y 1 S ) 2 8u˜(y 2 S ) 2 u˜(y 2 2S )e e e e5 , (13)
dy 12Se
where Se [ Sd cosQ. Similarly, with the assumption of
Taylor’s hypothesis, a fourth-order centered difference
can also be used to estimate the streamwise gradients.
However, due to limited instrumentation resources, ver-
tical gradients are estimated simply as
du˜ u˜(z ) 2 u˜(z )s d5 . (14)
dz z 2 zs d
At the height zd where the horizontal gradients are eval-
uated, this is a less accurate first-order finite difference.
The response functions for the two finite-difference
schemes are, respectively, sin(kSe)[4 2 cos(kSe)]/3kSe
and sin(kdz)/kdz, where dz [ zs 2 zd. These are plotted
in Fig. 10 as a function of kSe, along with the response
functions of the discrete five-point top-hat filter used in
the crosswind direction and the matched Gaussian filter
used in the streamwise direction. Two response func-
tions are shown for the vertical gradient: one for dz/Se
5 1.03, corresponding to the first sonic configuration,
and the other for dz/Se 5 2, corresponding to config-
urations 2–4. All response functions are truncated at
their respective Nyquist wavenumbers.
The response functions of the finite-difference gra-
dient estimates would ideally be unity throughout the
wavenumber range of the resolved scales. In addition,
it would be desirable to match the response functions
for the horizontal and vertical derivatives. These goals
are achieved moderately well for the fourth-order cen-
tered-difference scheme and for the vertical difference
with dz/S 5 1.03. The performance is not as good for
the vertical difference with dz/S 5 2. In retrospect, this
can be improved in future experiments by matching the
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FIG. 9. The correlation coefficients of Fig. 8 as a function of tur-
bulence intensity, TI [ s1/U. Typical values of turbulence intensity
for HATS 2D-filtered velocities fall within the range 0.086 , TI ,
0.188 shown by the two vertical lines.
FIG. 10. Response functions for finite-difference estimates of spa-
tial gradients. Here, d/dx is computed with a first-order centered-
difference scheme over a streamwise interval dx; d/dz is computed
with a first-order centered-difference scheme over a height interval
dz.
FIG. 11. Power spectra for streamwise gradients of unfiltered and
2D-filtered vertical velocity, D f 5 8Sd; conditions as listed for
Fig. 4b.
transfer functions for the horizontal and vertical gra-
dients when designing the sonic anemometer spatial ar-
rays.
b. Quality of finite-difference gradient estimates
Aliasing is a particular concern for the spatial gra-
dients, since the power spectra of the derivatives do not
decrease at high wavenumbers, but rather increase as
k1/3. This issue has been examined by focusing again on
the streamwise gradients, where detailed spectral anal-
ysis is possible. Figure 11 shows the (wavenumber mul-
tiplied) power spectra of ]w˜/]x for the same case shown
in Fig. 4b, which exhibited considerable aliasing for w˜.
The spectra of ]w/]x and ]w˜hr39/]x were obtained by
multiplying the respective vertical velocity spectra by
k2, thus providing exact gradient spectra, while the gra-
dients of low-resolution-filtered vertical velocities, for
example, ]w˜339/]x, were obtained using the fourth-order
centered difference, Eq. (13). It is gratifying to note that
the aliasing associated with the combination of low-
resolution filtering and finite-difference gradient esti-
mation is very similar to that seen in Fig. 4b for just
the low-resolution filtering. The reason for this is that
finite-difference gradient estimation acts as an effective
low-pass antialiasing filter, as can be seen from its re-
sponse function, Fig. 10.
The quality of the finite-difference estimates of ]u˜/
]x and ] /]x is quantified by calculating the correlationu÷
coefficients with respect to ]u˜hr39/]x and ] hr39/]x cal-u÷
culated in wavenumber space. Figure 12 shows these
correlation coefficients for ]w˜/]x, again as a function of
kxN . Several features can be noted in comparison toxLw
Fig. 5 for w˜. First, the correlation coefficient approaches
unity more slowly at large values of kxN . The reasonxLw
for this is that ]w˜hr39/]x has significant energy at large
wavenumbers that is eliminated by the low-pass re-
sponse of the finite-difference derivatives. Second, there
is more scatter in the correlation coefficients. This ap-
pears to be caused by a sensitive balance between in-
creased aliasing associated with the low-resolution
quadrature and more effective antialiasing associated
with a low-resolution finite difference. Finally, the cor-
relation coefficients for ]w˜/]x decrease somewhat more
slowly with decreasing kxN . Correlation coefficientsxLw
for ]u˜/]x, ] /]x, and ] /]x are higher than those for ]w˜/y˜ u÷
]x and are in most cases greater than 0.8.
6. Conclusions
An extensive turbulence dataset has been collected
with crosswind arrays of sonic anemometers deployed
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FIG. 12. Correlation coefficients r(]w˜n39/]x, ]w˜hr39/]x), n 5 {3, 5, 9},
as a function of kxN and /D f. See Fig. 5 for additional details.x xL Lw w
in the atmospheric surface layer. This field project was
designed to investigate the relationships between spa-
tially filtered and subfilter-scale turbulence. Initial re-
sults from those analyses are found in Sullivan et al.
(2003) and Kleissl et al. (2003). The data are available
for download at www.atd.ucar.edu.
The measurements were designed to enable 2D hor-
izontal spatial filtering of the turbulence by averaging
over five adjacent sonic anemometers in the crosswind
direction and by using Taylor’s hypothesis and the mean
wind speed to interpret time averages as streamwise
spatial averages. The approximation of crosswind fil-
tering by averaging over five sonics with finite spacing
S was found to cause aliasing errors in the filtered tur-
bulence. The aliasing errors depend on the relative mag-
nitudes of the Nyquist wavenumber of the discrete
crosswind sampling kyN 5 p/S and the wavelength at
the peak of the crosswind power spectrum of vertical
velocity . As expected, the aliasing errors were foundyLw
to decrease with increasing kyN . The aliasing errorsyLw
are generally negligible for both resolved and SFS wind
and temperature, with the exception of the resolved-
scale vertical velocity w˜, which has nonnegligible al-
iasing errors for kyN , 3. The aliasing errors for theyLw
SFS momentum and heat fluxes, t13 and q3, are similar
to those for w˜.
The validity of Taylor’s hypothesis for surrogate spa-
tial filtering was examined for neutral stratification, both
with measurements at two towers displaced in the
streamwise direction and with LES-generated turbu-
lence fields. Field data from sensors displaced in the
streamwise direction suggest that the eddy advection
velocity Uc may be up to 10%–20% larger than the mean
wind speed. Thus the width of the streamwise filter is
underestimated (and streamwise gradients are overes-
timated) by using Taylor’s hypothesis and the mean
wind speed for surrogate spatial analysis. Both the eddy
advection velocity and the maximum in the spatial cross
correlation, which by Taylor’s hypothesis should be uni-
ty, have a systematic dependence on the velocity com-
ponent.
LES turbulence fields were used to calculate corre-
lations between t13, obtained by 2D spatial filtering, and
, obtained by spatial filtering in the crosswind direc-Tt 13
tion but using Taylor’s hypothesis for surrogate stream-
wise filtering. The correlation between t13 and , forTt 13
z/D f . 0.25 is found to be sufficiently large (.0.98)
to justify surrogate filtering. Note that for highly con-
vective conditions, in which the resolved turbulence in-
tensity increases, the accuracy of Taylor’s hypothesis is
expected to degrade further (Powell and Elderkin 1974).
The measurement array design also permits estima-
tion of spatial gradients of filtered variables. Vertical
gradients are estimated by a simple first-order differ-
ence, but horizontal gradients can be estimated by a
fourth-order centered difference. The response function
of the fourth-order centered difference is close to unity
throughout the wavenumber range of the resolved
scales. Moreover, the finite-difference horizontal gra-
dient estimation also acts as an effective low-pass filter,
so that the gradients have minimal additional aliasing
in the crosswind direction beyond that already present
in the spatially filtered variables.
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APPENDIX A
Estimation of the Wavelength at the Spectral
Maximum
In section 3b of this paper, it is shown that the discrete
quadrature of the crosswind filter produces aliasing er-
rors whose magnitude depends both on the spatial sep-
aration of the samples that compose the discrete filter
and on the wavelength of the spectral peak of the un-
filtered velocity component. Our analysis of those al-
iasing errors requires values for both and , thex yL Lw w
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FIG. A1. Dependence of the wavelengths Lw at the peaks of the
streamwise and crosswind spectra of vertical velocity on atmospheric
stability, z/L.
wavelengths of the peaks of the streamwise and cross-
wind spectra.
A direct estimate of is determined from the powerxLw
spectrum of the vertical wind component. This is ac-
complished by fitting the observed spectrum with a
model for the frequency-multiplied (or logarithmic)
power spectrum
fE ( f ) A(m) f / fw m5 . (A1)
2 m 5/3ms [1 1 1.5( f/ f ) ]w m





is determined by the constraint Ew( f )df 5 , the` 2# s0 w
variance of the vertical velocity component. Both f m,
the frequency at the peak of the logarithmic power spec-
trum, and m, which controls the sharpness of the peak,
are adjusted to minimize the sum of the absolute dif-
ferences between the model and the vertical velocity
spectrum averaged over all sonics in either the d or s
arrays. Then by Taylor’s hypothesis, 5 Uc/ f m. ForxLw
stable stratification, the spectral model with m ø 5/3
provides very good fits to the observed vertical velocity
spectra. For unstable stratification, the best fits between
the model and observed spectra are found for m on the
order of 1, but the best-fit model spectra often appear
to exhibit small systematic departures from the observed
spectra. In the latter cases, the model spectrum is less
than the observed spectrum for f , f m, crosses the
observed spectrum in the inertial range, and is higher
than the observed spectrum as f approaches its Nyquist
value. This behavior appears to be caused by the asym-
metry in the curvature of Eq. (A1) on each side of the
spectral peak.
The number and spacing of the sonics in the spatial
filter arrays are not adequate to estimate directlyyLw
from the crosswind spectrum. As an alternative, the son-
ics in each of the spatial filter arrays are used to directly
calculate the crosswind cross-correlation function
r[w(y)w(y 1 ry)] at spatial lags equal to integer mul-
tiples of the crosswind sonic spacing, that is, ry 5 mdSd
cosQ or msSs cosQ, 0 # md # 8, and 0 # ms # 4. With
the assumption that the observed cross-correlation func-
tion can be closely approximated by
yr(r ) 5 exp(2r /L ),y y (A3)
the crosswind Eulerian integral length scale L y can
be estimated from the (interpolated) spatial lag where
r(ry 5 L y) 5 e21. (Note that this assumption is not
realistic in the inertial range, since it implies a spectral
power law at high frequencies equal to f 22 rather than
f 25/3.) Then, again assuming the exponential model for
the cross-correlation function, Ly 5 2pL y (e.g., Kaimal
and Finnigan 1994, p. 63). The number and spacing of
the sonics in the crosswind filter arrays are adequate to
estimate by this technique for all four array config-yLw
urations, with the exception of stable stratification for
the first configuration ( K Sd, Ss) and moderate toyL w
strongly unstable stratification for the s array during the
fourth configuration ( . 4Ss).yL w
Values of have also been estimated by the ex-xLw
ponential cross-correlation technique, using the time se-
ries data along with Taylor’s hypothesis to estimate the
streamwise cross-correlation function. The cross-cor-
relation technique estimates of are found to agreexLw
with the direct spectral estimates generally within
610% for stable stratification and 615% for unstable
stratification. The good comparison between the two
techniques in the streamwise direction (not shown) pro-
vides confidence in the estimation of from the ex-yLw
ponential cross-correlation technique. The increased
scatter between the two estimates for unstable stratifi-
cation is consistent with the increased uncertainty of the
values of estimated directly from the unstable spec-xLw
tra.
Figure A1 shows exponential cross-correlation tech-
nique estimates of both z/ and z/ as a function ofx yL Lw w
atmospheric stability, z/L. The data for z/ are gen-xLw
erally consistent with results for the horizontally ho-
mogeneous atmospheric surface layer reported by Kai-
mal et al. (1972, 1976, 1982) and Panofsky and Dutton
(1984). Values of are found to exceed for allx yL Lw w
stabilities, as would be expected on account of the
streamwise elongation of turbulent eddies by vertical
shear within the surface layer (Nicholls and Readings
1981). Figure A2 shows / as a function of z/L.y xL Lw w
The ratio of crosswind to streamwise wavelengths is
about 0.78 for near-neutral and stable stratification and
decreases sharply with increasing instability to a value
approaching 0.55 for z/L ø 20.5. In those cases where
the crosswind wavelength cannot be estimated directly
by the exponential cross-correlation technique, Fig. A2
is used to estimate from .y xL Lw w
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FIG. A2. The ratio of the wavelengths Lw at the peaks of the




The LES is based on the numerical approach de-
scribed in Albertson and Parlange (1999, 2000), which
uses pseudospectral treatment in horizontal planes (pe-
riodic boundary conditions) and second-order finite dif-
ferencing in the vertical direction. A neutral atmospheric
boundary layer is simulated on an N 3 5 1203 grid, which
is staggered in the vertical direction. In the output, the
vertical velocity is linearly interpolated from the stag-
gered grid nodes for vertical velocities to the horizontal
velocity nodes. Nonlinear advection terms and SFS
stress are dealiased using the 3/2 rule. The flow is driven
by a constant pressure gradient in the streamwise di-
rection, implying a prescribed friction velocity u
*
. The
domain size is 2pH 3 2pH 3 H, with horizontal mesh-
spacing d 5 2pH/N. The top boundary at z 5 H is
specified to be stress free. At the ground, a traditional
log-layer boundary condition is used in which the wall
shear stress is prescribed (Moeng 1984). The surface
roughness parameter is chosen to be z0/H 5 1024. The
mean velocity at the top of the simulation domain is
^u1(z 5 H)&/u* 5 21.94.Turbulence at scales smaller than d is parameterized
with the scale-dependent dynamic model (Porte´-Agel et
al. 2000a), which determines the Smagorinsky coeffi-
cient cs self-consistently from the resolved scales in the
simulation. The model adjusts to local conditions with-
out assuming that the coefficient is scale invariant or
prescribing ad hoc wall-damping functions. The com-
puted Smagorinsky coefficient is approximately con-
stant in the more isotropic turbulence region away from
the ground (cs ; 0.13 for z/d . 2), but decreases sharply
with decreasing z near the surface. The dimensionless
velocity gradient F 5 (kz/u
*
)]U/]z remains near unity
at the ground, while the energy spectra show the ex-
pected k25/3 slope for inertial scales. For the analysis of
Taylor’s hypothesis, ui(x, y, z, t) are stored every t 5
1.6 3 1024H/u
*
for a total duration of 0.08H/u
*
, that
is 500 samples over about 0.3 domain-crossing times at
the mean velocity at the top of the domain.
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